The days are getting shorter and the nights are getting colder.
Nature in our neck of the woods is getting ready for a rest, but rest
has not come yet. Here in Southwest Wisconsin, we are working to
mend from another record-setting flooding event and hoping that
our fields and pastures can recover a bit so that we can make our last
cutting of hay and get the crops in without compacting the soil too
much. We know you are working hard too, wherever you may be.
Believe it or not, we are continually working to make the certification process and our work together as certifier and producer as
effortless as possible. That sounds a bit crazy we know, as effortless
process and organic certification are not words usually used in the
same sentence!
To make the certification process less of an effort for our clients,
we have focused this year on improving our systems for communicating and responding to your certification timing needs. We have
done this in a number of ways. In 2018, we sent all renewing clients
an updated certificate with the Initial Review Letter. While your
certificate is valid until it is surrendered, suspended, or revoked,
some buyers appreciate having an updated certificate showing current dates, as soon as possible in the New Year. We hope the Initial
Review certificates helped satisfy some of those eager buyers.
Unfortunately, updated certificates could not cover all those who
made significant changes to their certification requests. Beginning in
2018, our update and long Organic System Plan (OSP) forms now
have a section that asks questions to determine if you are adding a
new crop or certification scope not currently listed on your certificate, if you are working with an outside agency that has organic

certification related deadlines (such as FSA or crop insurance) or if
you are adding new land. Notifying NICS of your timing needs in
this way allows the office the necessary time and planning it takes to
respond appropriately.
Indicating clearly on your update OSP that you are adding new
land to your certification helps our inspectors schedule inspections so
they can visit your operation before the new fields and crops are
harvested. There may be times when an early inspection is not necessary even when you are requesting new crops on your certificate.
NICS can assist you in getting an updated certificate with new crops
planted on previously verified organic land simply by reviewing
some of your paperwork. Just send us your field plan with the new
crops listed and a copy of the seed and input information for all new
crops being added. This may allow you to simply get an updated
certificate with the new crop without the need to rush an inspection
or incur extra fees. Please remember, however, that if you are adding
new land or a new certification scope (such as livestock), a full inspection will be needed before the updates can be added to your
certificate.
We do our best to keep your certificates coming in a timely manner and to respond to the inevitable changes occurring throughout
the year, including review of your product labels so you can roll out
a new marketing campaign or product.
Remember, we are happy to assist in getting certificates to your
buyers as well. Please let us know if you would like a copy of your
certificate sent directly to your buyer.
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With a short term extension of the 2014 Farm Bill in the works, parties continue to negotiate the 2018 Farm Bill that will direct programs from commodity crops, nutrition assistance
programs, conservation, farm credit, trade, research rural development, and organic agriculture
for the next four years. The latest news from the House and Senate Ag Committee leadership is
that finalizations to the 2018 Farm Bill are set for mid-November, 2018. Concessions will need
to be made in order for parties to agree on either the Senate or House versions of the Bill,
which differ in some key areas. For full text and summaries of the House and Senate versions of
the 2018 Farm Bill go to:
→ https://agriculture.house.gov/farmbill/
→ https://www.agriculture.senate.gov/2018-farm-bill
It seems like there is more extreme
weather than we have encountered in
past decades, and often those who
rely on the weather most directly farmers - are the ones who are immediately and directly affected. If you
are a farmer touched by natural disaster this past year, please do not hesitate to share this information with us.
It can be important in looking at your
sales at the end of the year and there
may be other ways we can help. Depending on your state, NICS may
have contact information for resources available to you.

→ Congressman Ron Kind’s office is
taking reports of crop damage (due
to flooding) from farmers in order
to find resources/assistance. If you
have crop damage and would like
to explore your options, please
call: 888-442-8040.
→ Contact your local FSA office to
report crop, land, structural or
livestock damage as well as determine what assistance programs you
may
qualify
for
(http://
offices.usda.gov).
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Cost Share is still available in all states for organic producers and handlers. Cost Share is available per certified entity, per scope, with organic operations eligible to receive reimbursement
up to 75 percent of certification costs paid during the program year, and capped at $750 reimbursement per scope. Please contact the NICS office with any questions or concerns you may
have about cost share. The Organic Certification Cost Share Program (OCCSP) is provided
through the 2014 Farm Bill, and may not be available in coming years if it does not receive
funding in the 2018 Farm Bill. While the Senate’s version of the 2018 Farm Bill maintains
funding for Cost Share, the current House version does not.

On August 12, 2018, Jennifer Tucker, Ph.D, was named Deputy
Administrator of the Agricultural Marketing Service National Organic Program. She replaced Interim Deputy Administrator
Ruihong Guo who had been serving in the position from the time
that Miles McEvoy resigned in September of 2017. Jennifer served
as Associate Deputy Administrator from 2011 – 2018 and has a BA
in Environmental Science, an MS in Management, and PhD in
Science and Technology Studies. NICS has worked with Jenny for
many years in her previous role at the NOP and we are grateful to
have someone in this position who has experience in the program.

The fall National Organic Standards Board (NOSB) meeting will take place in St. Paul, MN,
Wednesday, October 24th through Friday, October 26th. The agenda includes the Secretary
report, NOP report, NOSB report, public comment and subcommittee presentations, as well
as discussions and votes. Items up for discussion include substances petitioned for addition to or
deletion from the National List of Allowed and Prohibited Substances (the National List), substances due to sunset from the National List, and organic policies. The NOSB meets twice annually in different locations around the US. Follow updates on the NOSB meeting at:
https://www.ams.usda.gov/event/national-organic-standards-board-nosb-meeting-st-paul-mn

With fall upon us, we thought it would be a good time to
discuss the types of documentation that organic inspectors and
reviewers will look at to ensure organic integrity during the
harvest season.

Some producers will have their own equipment and will not
have to worry too much aside from documenting harvest dates
and yields. However, if you are using custom equipment, rented equipment, or equipment used on conventional or buffer
crops, more information will be needed to verify sufficient steps
have taken place to prevent contamination from non-organic
products. For fall harvest equipment (including combines,
choppers, etc.,) documentation showing a cleanout, purge, and
disposition of the purged crop must be available to view at the
inspection. If the custom/rented equipment is coming from a
certified operation prior to use on your operation, applicable
cleanout documentation will still need to be available .
Documentation for these circumstances could include affirmations from the custom operators or the owner of the
rented equipment stating the equipment came directly from
use on organic crops and land.
When NICS looks at tracking yields, we reference the Rule,
specifically §205.103, which states “A certified operation
must maintain records concerning the production, harvesting, and handling of agricultural products that are or that are
intended to be sold, labeled, or represented as ‘100 percent organic,’ ‘organic,’ or ‘made with organic’.” Furthermore, records
must “fully disclose all activities and transactions of the certified
operation in sufficient detail as to be readily understood and
audited.” NICS looks for harvest records that complete the
audit trail so that a specific crop can be traced per field from

seed to sale. Yield information for crops coming off the fields is
an important part of this audit trail. We understand that exact
bushels and weights can be difficult to obtain, but an estimate
based on the type of harvest container you are using is acceptable. For example, if you typically harvest into gravity wagons and you know the approximate amount
of grain each wagon holds, you can track the number of loads and size of wagon used to harvest each
crop. By documenting this information in your
records along with the field identities, records
would provide sufficient information for NICS to
verify your yields.
There are many ways producers can keep records
to demonstrate their compliance with the organic
regulations. Ultimately, organic recordkeeping boils
down to finding a system that fits you and your
management, and can be audited by your certification agency.

A friend of mine buys certified organic food for the simple
reason he knows what he eats can be traced back to a farm,
and on that farm the production of that food can be traced to
a seed purchased in spring, fertilizers and pesticides put on a
field, and a harvest that happens on a particular day. Organic
agriculture has a built-in system that makes every food item
traceable from sale to seed, and this feature is what keeps my
friend buying organic. It can get even more complicated when
food ingredients are used in a packaged product and every
component can be traced to the source, the field, the seed.
Organic producers have a role in this dance of paperwork-and don’t you know it! This is why your seed purchases are all
verified at each inspection. This explains why we track what
crops are in which fields, and what inputs are used and when.
Your use of lot numbers for sales ensures the tomato in the
store can be traced to your field and the seed or organic seedling you purchased or grew.
Our review of each producer’s seed-to-sale records also ensures that the amount of seed purchased would be enough to
plant the acreage claimed as organic. We also ensure the
amount harvested and sold is commensurate with the amount
planted that year. It is a system of trusting the producer and
verifying that their records match what would reasonably be
expected. In this way, the people paying a premium for our
work can rest assured that in this system, the consumer knows
where their food comes from because this is built into the
organic systems we certify.
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A NEW FACE TO NICS

Then

After much deliberation NICS has decided to make a change
to our forward-facing company—our logo! Change can be
hard for anyone to make and change to a company logo is no
exception. We want to ensure our public image and marketing
materials reflect our goals and mission as a company. There is
also a need to capture the company’s core values and present
the face of an organization’s future with optimism. We like to
think our new logo strikes this balance.
Our first logo was created in July of 2005, and embodied
Dave Engel’s vision of a global organic movement. The longtime logo includes the elements of a world map, the
“International” in NICS’ name, and wheat as an emblem of
abundance. After over ten years of use even Dave felt the
NICS logo needed an update, but change was slow and other
priorities always won out. This past year, an employee attending a conference we sponsor noticed our logo on the list
of sponsors’ logos included in the conference program. The
discrepancy between the quality of the NICS logo alongside
other industry players was striking. It was then that the process
of creating a new logo was begun in earnest.
To begin, a team of graphic designers was tasked with the
development of the new logo. Twenty-five submissions, some
by employees, were narrowed to ten by a company employee
vote. The top ten logo choices were presented to NICS owners, the Engel family, for consideration, and a decision was
made.
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At a glance the new logo more clearly shows who we are,
and simplifies our name to our abbreviation - NICS. The
wheat symbol remains in the logo as a long-standing symbol of
abundance present in the original NICS logo. Finally, the logo
summarizes what we do as an agency; we certify organic.
After the Engel family gave the final version of the logo the
thumbs up, NICS took the logo to the National Organic Program (NOP). While certification agencies do not need to obtain approval from the NOP for the design of a company logo,
the NOP does need to approve the logo to be used in lieu of
the “Certified Organic by” statement that is required for all
retail labels making organic claims. After a series of back and
forth communications, the NOP granted approval to allow
NICS clients use of the new logo as the “Certified Organic
by” (COB) statement on their company labels.

Proper placement of the new NICS logo

WHAT THE NEW NICS LOGO MEANS FOR ALL OF US

Now

To remain in compliance with NOP regulations, NICS
clients who choose to use our new logo as the required
“Certified Organic by” statement on their marketing label
need to be sure to place the label directly under their contact
information. The image on page four identifies compliant
placement of the new NICS logo. A NICS certified organic
operation may also choose to place the new NICS logo on
the principal display panel of their organic product alongside
the NOP regulated USDA Organic Seal. As pictured to the
right, the USDA seal must be displayed more prominently
than the NICS logo when placed near the USDA seal.
We have created different logo options for our clients’ marketing needs. The new logo comes in a black and white version with opaque or transparent options (white text on black
not pictured), and also a three-color representation that we
think would be an attractive addition to any color label in the
marketplace. Please contact the NICS office to request digital
or printed versions of our logo if you would like to begin
using the logo as your COB statement.
Clients who currently use the old NICS logo on their packaging will have the opportunity to change to the new NICS
logo by the end of December, 2019. We understand it is a
process, but with greater possibilities for use, we anticipate
quick adoption. We celebrate the bold new look, its representation of our company history and our vision for the future
our the company in the organic movement. After all these
years we still believe “In Nature there is abundance, with Nature there is success.”

NICS logo usage with USDA Organic Seal
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Elizabeth Tigan, Certification Manager
Jenna Miller, Staff Inspector & Certification Specialist
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switch to? Using treated or synthetic
twine does not appear to cause concern
when it is used for storage - like small
square bales of hay - or big bales of hay.
However, when treated twine is incorporated into feed there is a concern.
If you are currently using treated bale
twine or binder twine and you incorporate the twine into feed, please work to
source untreated twine and make a plan
to switch to an untreated twine in 2019.
Your inspectors may have discussed this
with you at inspection, if they have not,
please contact the office to discuss your
plan with one of our Certification Specialists. NICS has been working with
other certifiers to put together a consistent plan with all of our producers to

NOVEMBER

25-27

18-19

9-10

It has recently come to industry attention that there are concerns with the
treated bale twine used extensively in
organic production and storage. While
this has not been an issue in the past,
treated
bale
twine
that
has
been incorporated into organic livestock
feed through the binding and silage
chopping processes has triggered positive
prohibited substance analyses. Most bale
twine is treated with a mold inhibitor
and some form of rodenticide which are
not on the National List. Many producers have received notices from buyers
and certification agencies to please discontinue use of treated bale twine when
incorporating it into feed. While that is
easy to say, what should producers

Scheman Building
Iowa State, Ames, Iowa

•

All ads posted for 1 issue and 60 days on the
NICs website

•

Free for NICS clients (100 words max)

•

Cost for non clients: $5.00 per ad up to 40
words, $0.05 per word over 40 (max 100
words)

MOA Conference
Stoney Creek Hotel
Independence, Missouri

NPSAS
Conference
Holiday Inn
Fargo, North Dakota

Northern MI Small
Farm Conference
Grand Traverse Resort
Traverse, Michigan

Wisconsin
Farmers Union
Red Lion Hotel
Appleton, Wisconsin

We’re planning to
see you there!

resolve this issue. We have heard that the
industry is listening and many twine
dealers are working to ensure there is
enough untreated twine available. Please
note that any residue tests coming back
positive for a prohibited substance may
mean that feed cannot be represented as
organic. We have been glad to have may
calls about this issue; it is important
when a big change like this happens that
we can all be on the same page. We will
be looking forward to your update paperwork in the next cycle that shows
there have been efforts made to source
untreated twine. As always - PLEASE
continue to call with questions or concerns and thank you for your good efforts.

NICS Classifieds
224 East State Highway 56, Viroqua, WI 54665
Email: nics@naturesinternational.com
Call: 608-637-7080

December 5 → January Issue
March 5 → April Issue
June 5 → July Issue
September 5 → October Issue

As the end of the growing season approaches for much of the
central and northern United States, we reflect on the many conversations had at inspections this year. Each year we find that
conversations follow common themes; and this year was no exception. Let’s take a moment to dig into one of the common
conversation topics this inspection season: sewage sludge.
In §205.105 the Rule strictly prohibits the use of sewage
sludge in organic production along with (1) excluded methods,
another term for genetic modification; and (2) irradiation, the act
of ionizing food through radiation. In the certification world,
these three prohibited practices are known as “The Big Three.”
Of these, sewage sludge may be the only item directly controlled
by producers on the farm.
Sewage sludge can also be more broadly defined than most
producers assume. For instance, the NOP defines sewage sludge
as: “A solid, semisolid, or liquid residue generated during the
treatment of domestic sewage in a treatment works. Se wage

sludge includes but is not limited to: domestic septage; scum or
solids removed in primary, secondary, or advanced wastewater
treatment processes; and a material derived from sewage sludge.
Sewage sludge does not include ash generated during the firing
of sewage sludge in a sewage sludge incinerator or grit and
screenings generated during preliminary treatment of domestic
sewage in a treatment works.”
To better understand this loaded definition, it is also helpful to
review the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) definition
of the following terms: domestic septage and domestic sewage; (f)

Domestic septage is either liquid or solid material removed from
a septic tank, cesspool, portable toilet, Type III marine sanitation
device, or similar treatment works that receives only domestic
sewage. Domestic septage does not include liquid or solid mate-

rial removed from a septic tank, cesspool, or similar treatment
works that receives either commercial wastewater or industrial
wastewater and does not include grease removed from a grease
trap at a restaurant; and (g) Domestic sewage is waste and
wastewater from humans or household operations that is discharged to or otherwise enters a treatment works. See the Code
of Federal Regulations – 40 CFR 503.9 for additional information.
Essentially, any human solid waste falls under the definition of
sewage sludge, so application of an outhouse, port-a-potty, septic
tank, RV waste tank, etc. onto certified organic ground removes
the ground from organic eligibility for 36 months from the date
of application. Many producers may unknowingly believe they
have not applied sewage sludge to their fields because they have
not contracted with a mill or waste treatment facility to have it
delivered, but if solid or semi-solid human waste has been emptied onto a certified field or pasture where certified organic livestock graze, the affected section is no longer considered organic.
As an alternative, many farmers designate a wooded area or pasture grazed by non-organic livestock for this purpose.
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